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We, the non-global citizens. Reflections on the possibilities and challenges of democratic global citizenship education in higher education contexts

Edda Sant, Manchester Metropolitan University

Abstract

This article examines the possibilities and challenges of democratic global citizenship education in higher education contexts. The paper contrasts liberal, poststructuralist and postcolonialist theory with data deriving from a small empirical ethnographic project. A small group of undergraduate students studying education met weekly for a period of 3 months. Data was collected through field notes, course work and participants’ diaries. Results suggest that the global citizen-subject, for these participants, is conceptualized as the cosmopolitan elites who do not identify themselves as national citizens. Global citizenship is constructed as an identity students initially do not hold but they aspire to gain. These findings pose some questions to democratic approaches to global citizenship education.

Introduction

This paper reflects on the possibilities of democratic global citizenship education in higher education contexts. The paper contrasts philosophical, political and educational theory and research with empirical data deriving from a small global citizenship education project. Five students, enrolled in the second year of an undergraduate degree in Education Studies in a British university, were followed for a period of three months whilst they developed their understandings of global citizenship. Data was collected through the participants’ diaries, course work and field notes. The aim was to consider, through the contrast of data and theory, how the global citizen-subject can be conceptualized in higher education settings and the implications of these understandings for democratic global citizenship education.

The study is contextualized in a higher education (HE) landscape in which the education of the global citizenry is a key feature of the agenda (Torres, 2015). Universities are presently embedding internationalization, intercultural and global citizenship approaches to their strategic plans and their curricula (e.g. Roman, 2003; Haigh, 2014; Tarrant et al., 2014). But the notion of global citizenship is highly controversial. Global citizenship functions as a nodal point of multiple discourses (Mannion et al., 2011). As stated by Tully (2014), the concept of global citizenship is not only controversial in terms of the contested histories and meanings associated with the notions of globalization and citizenship but also the complex new field created through the conjunction of these notions. In the context of HE, this complexity also incorporates questions about the role and the purpose of HE institutions in present-day societies.

Global citizenship education (GCE) in HE settings is often discussed in relation to neoliberal and democratic discourses (Camicia & Franklin, 2011). In the first case, the promotion of global
citizenship can be understood as a set of global competences students need to achieve before they graduate in order to gain the status of the neoliberal global citizen (Camicia & Franklin, 2011). In the second case, GCE seeks more democratic purposes (Camicia & Franklin, 2011; Shultz, 2007). In this framework, the global citizen “understands his or her role as one of building relationships through embracing diversity and finding shared purpose across national boundaries” (Shultz, 2007, p. 255). GCE is here a question of interrogating oneself whilst looking for critical global consciousness-raising.

Previous studies have examined the education of the global citizenry in the context of HE. A survey of worldwide students suggests that students associate global citizenship with self-transformation, engagement with the international community, connectedness and human-being (Parmenter, 2011). A review of existing literature suggests, nevertheless, national and local variations. In Hong Kong, HE Students appear to define global citizenship in relation to neoliberalist principles (Chui & Leung, 2014); in the United Kingdom, HE students and, more particularly, student teachers highlight issues on identity, diversity, interconnectedness and mobility (Davies & Fülöp, 2010; Prowse, 2013); in Spain, student teachers emphasize equality and Human Rights (Colomer Rubio, Campo Pais & Santana Martin, 2016) and in Hungary, student teachers relate global citizenship to the European Union, foreigners and immigration (Davies & Fülöp, 2010). Researchers have also examined prospective teachers’ commitment to GCE. Student teachers in different countries seem to be willing to include GCE in their practices but they do not feel confident in their ability to do so (Holden & Hicks, 2007; McCormack & O’ Flaherty, 2010; Robbins, Francis & Elliott, 2003). Others have examined potential ways to incorporate GCE in the HE curricula (see e.g. Haigh, 2002). Among them, some small-scale projects have analysed how students’ understandings of global citizenship are re-conceptualized through an exploration of their own biographies (Caruana, 2014; Woolley, 2008).

The discursive construction of global citizenship is here explored in relation to debates on social totality. Three distinctive positions are considered. For some, global citizenship can (or should) be understood as an all-encompassing ideal, a prospective definition including the whole humanity. The viability of this project, nevertheless, is questionable (Frazer, 2008) and for some, undesirable (Bowden, 2003). “If this demand is meant to be taken more seriously”, Žižek (2001) argues, “then it would mean the abolition of state borders; under present conditions, such a step would trigger an invasion of cheap labor from India, China and Africa into the United States and Western Europe, which would result in a populist revolt against immigrants” (p. 3). For others, in contrast, global citizenship aims to a social totality that it is in itself impossible. Conflict is unavoidable within humankind and inclusion and exclusion processes are in the essence of the social fabric (Balibar, 1995; Laclau, 2007). A third group of scholars argue for a multiplicity of differences beyond Western binary structures, with global citizenship being defined as the space of encounter of these multiple differences (Bhabha, 2004; Tully, 2014).

The purpose of this paper is to provide an in-depth account of how a small group of education studies undergraduate students discursively construct global citizenship through engagement in a democratic GCE project. The research is concerned with examining how students’ understandings of global citizenship are (re-)conceptualized through this project. The paper is organized as follows. First, the concept of global citizenship is explored in relation to debates on social totality. This is followed by a contextualization of the educational project in relation to two approaches to GCE. Then the research design and the educational project are presented. The findings and the discussion
are integrated in the following section. The paper concludes by examining some implications for further research and practice on higher and citizenship education.

Global citizen-subject: one, two or many?

Students’ discourses on global citizenship will be here examined through three different perspectives on social totality\(^1\): liberal cosmopolitanism, poststructuralism and postcolonialism. Within the liberal framework, social totality exists or might (ideally) exist in the future. Those named “globalists” or “hyper-globalists” (Torres, 2015, p. 265) aspire, at least to a certain extent, to a social totality which is defined in relation to globalization processes (see e.g. Falk, 1995). From this perspective, national forms of citizenship are today at “odds with a world in which economic, social and many political forces escape the jurisdiction of the nation-state” (Held & McGrew, 2005, p. 17). Cultural flows, transnational social movements, global institutions and a general commitment to human rights have contributed to create a sense of global belonging (an identity as global citizens) which is in the “cultural foundations of an incipient ‘global civil society’” (Held & McGrew, 2005, p. 18).

Poststructuralists have denied the possibility of the social totality suggested by liberal cosmopolitanists. Balibar explains,

> “‘humankind’ as a single web of interrelationships is no longer an ideal or utopian notion but an actual condition for every individual; nevertheless, far from representing a situation of mutual recognition, it actually coincides with a generalized pattern of conflicts, hierarchies and exclusions. (...) ‘identities’ are less isolated and more incompatible, less univocal and more antagonistic” (Balibar, 1995, p. 155).

Identities are here considered to be relational and thus, no concept of universality can be all-encompassing (Butler, 2000). If, in poststructuralist terms, an identity is “only so far as it is different from the others: difference=identity” (Laclau, 2007, p. 38), the global citizen-subject would be defined not for what it is but also for what it is not. The question here is, who this ‘non-global citizen-subject’ would be? A review of the literature suggests two main potential suspects. First, the national citizen. The work of Pashby (2015) critically illustrates how, in much of the liberal cosmopolitanist work on GCE, “citizenship identity is assumed to expand in a linear manner from local to regional to national to global” disallowing “contradictory sentiments between national and global” (p. 348). Indeed, the global and the national are often defined as opposites (Bowden, 2003; Myers, 2010). According to Norris (2005), the sense of belonging to the global community rather than arising “from sharing a common homeland, cultural myths, symbols and historical memories”, arises from an identification “with their continent or with the world as a whole” and from having “greater faith in the institutions of global governance” (Norris, 2005, p. 289). Myers (2010) found that a third of his USA secondary student-participants understood global and national forms of citizenship to be directly in conflict. A second potential suspect is the immigrant vagabond (Bauman, 1996). Žižek (2000) emphasizes how the ideal global citizen is defined for her position of economic privilege. The global citizen-subject is here constructed as the cosmopolitan elite including “upper-

\(^1\) There are additional perspectives in which ‘totality’ is understood beyond the social sphere (see e.g. discussion on planetary citizenship within Sant, Davies, Pashby & Shultz, 2018). However, these perspectives are outside the scope of this article.
and upper-middle-class academic, always with the proper visas enabling him to cross borders without any problem” (Žižek, 2000, p. 220), “hoping to find elsewhere more exciting adventure and deeper sensations” (Bauman, 1996, p. 13). The non-global citizen, in contrast, is understood to be “the poor (im)migrant worker driven from his home by poverty or (ethnic, religious) violence” (Žižek, 2000, p. 220) forced to moved “because they find the world unbearably inhospitable” (Bauman, 1996, p. 13). Other authors argue that both dimensions (the cultural and the economic) operate simultaneously in the construction of the global citizen-subject. Theory and research point towards a double polarization between the “ethnic folk”, the “losers of globalization” – economically deprived and national oriented – and the “cosmopolitan elite”, the “winners of globalization” – economically privileged and global oriented (Kalb, 2009; Teney et al., 2013). “The upwardly mobile”, Friedman (2007) writes, “become both wealthier and globalized and numerous groups are drawn into this process of elite formation. Finance capital, media elites, political classes, cultural elites including intellectuals, all interact within a process of cosmopolitanization” (p. 451).

Postcolonialists argue for a plurality of global citizen-subjects. Against poststructuralist perspectives, postcolonialist theorists argue that “reality is not dialectical, colonialism is” (Hardt & Negri, 2000, p. 128). For Bhabha (2004), for instance, the binary logic underlying Western forms of knowledge have totalized social subjectivities and repressed differences. This binary logic is embedded within discussions of global citizenship as the ones outlined before. “[B]inary oppositions”, Roman (2003) argues, “reinforce the division between the so-called “international” and the “national” spaces, creating the possibility for particular national spaces to function as legitimated hidden norms” (p. 274). For a global citizen-subject to be global, it is then necessarily to go beyond these binary understandings (Pashby, 2011). In this framework, the global citizen-subject needs to be not one, or two, but many, each of them related to particular histories and geographies (Tully, 2014). The space for the global citizenry is then the hybrid, the in-between space. “To revise the problem of the global space”, Bhabha (2004) argues, is “to move the location of cultural difference away of the space of demographic plurality to the borderline negotiations of cultural translation” (p. 319).

This article uses these three perspectives on social totality to investigate how a group of students reconceptualized their understandings of global citizenship through participation on a global citizenship education project

**Global citizenship education: educational perspectives**

There are multiple approaches to GCE (Sant et al., 2018) but they are often contextualized in two distinctive groups (Oxley and Morris, 2013). For clarity, I shall name here these approaches neoliberal and democratic GCE. Neoliberal GCE can be associated with the qualification purpose of education (Biesta, 2013). The aim is to insert students into an existing economic order (Biesta, 2013) which is increasingly globalized. In this approach, the desired attributes of global citizens are defined from above and operate as a set of educational outcomes students are expected to learn to become successful participants on this globalized world (Oxley & Morris, 2013). These attributes include knowledge and skills such as knowledge of languages and cultures and communication and intercultural skills (e.g. Hunter et al., 2006; Morais & Ogden, 2010; Zahabioun et al., 2013). This approach, whilst productive in terms of curriculum development, has generated different ethical concerns (Sant et al., 2018). Biesta and Lawy (2006), for instance, explain, “The idea of citizenship as
outcome is also problematic because it is fabricated on the assumption that citizenship is a status that is only achieved after one has successfully traversed a specified trajectory” (2006, p. 72).

Democratic GCE, in contrast, is linked to the subjectification purpose of education. Here, “[l]earning (...) is not about the acquisition of knowledge, skills, competencies or dispositions but has to do with an ‘exposure’ to and engagement with the experiment of democracy”. (Biesta, 2011, p. 152).

Democratic GCE fosters self-reflexivity with educators not “‘unveiling’ the ‘truth’ for the learners, but providing the space for them to reflect” (Andreotti, 2006, p. 49). In this perspective, educators are expected to help students to encounter non-dominant ideologies and worldviews and to un-learn assumptions about the meaning of knowledge and humanity whilst seeking for more basic interconnections (Curley et al., 2018). Within this approach, Caruana (2014) has successfully evidenced the possibilities of a pedagogy based on storytelling and cultural biographies with HE international students. Similarly, Woolley (2008) has concluded that a module combining multicultural and antiracist seminars and immersion into inner-city multicultural schools allowed student teachers to challenge their own cultural stereotypes. Democratic GCE, nevertheless, is not exempt from critique. Pashby (2013) explains how ‘pivoting’ critical approaches into a neoliberal educational agenda can foreclose the critical potential of these approaches. Pais and Costa (2017) wonder, within an educational context in which individualist and competitive goals prevail, “[w]hat prevents global citizenship education, particularly within a critical democratic vein, from becoming commoditised, and thus utterly determined by the place of enunciation?” (Pais & Costa, 2017, p. 8).

This paper re-examines the relevance of this critique and aims to explore how students’ conceptualizations of the global citizen-subject are (re-)conceptualized through their involvement in a democratically-orientated GCE project. The paper relies on the contrast between the theoretical and educational perspectives and the empirical data to theoretically reflect on some fundamental issues on democratic GCE in the context of HE. Despite emphasising the reflective (more than the empirical) nature of this article, the method of the research project is here presented so the reader can better contextualize the discussion.

**Method**

*Background and participants*

The participants in this project were five undergraduate students enrolled in the second course of an undergraduate degree in Education Studies in a British university. The degree on Education Studies focuses on the theoretical study of education drawing upon related disciplines including psychology, sociology, philosophy and the history of education (Hodkinson, 2009). Although the degree does not itself lead to a teacher qualification, a previous small-scale project suggests that approximately 80% of the Education Studies students are likely to take a postgraduate teacher training course after graduation (Hodkinson, 2009). As part of the degree, the students are expected to take a research methods course in which they will conduct a collaborative research project. This article draws upon data of one of these projects.

Five students and a lecturer (the author of this article) comprised the research team. The thirty students enrolled in the course were invited to participate but only five of them accepted. The students were volunteers and no representativeness is claimed. The students-researchers were
required to choose a pseudonym and to provide a brief definition of themselves to be included in this article. They defined themselves as follows:

Bess. “23 year old Education Studies Student from Greater Manchester”.

Caitlin. “I am 21 years old and a female student studying for a degree. I am aspiring to become a primary school teacher. I would describe myself as determined and hard-working. I am a friendly person who enjoys working individually and in groups”.

Harry. “20 year old, second year Education Studies Student”.

Sandra. “I’m a 20 year old [institution] student studying Education Studies in hopes of becoming a teacher.”

Theodore. “An outgoing individual who loves to think outside the box and do something different. Family orientated person which family means a big thing in his life as to it has shaped me in the person I am today. Also religion plays a big role in who I am as to it gives me rules and guidelines to follow. Without these two factors, I wouldn’t be the person I am today and I am grateful.”

The educational-research project

This project took the shape of an intensive collaborative ethnography. Collaborative ethnography can be defined as a research ethnographic process “where both ethnographers and their ‘interlocutors’ or ‘consultants’ struggle together to co-interpret and even co-theorize experience via the ethnographic text” (Campbell & Lassiter, 2014, p. 6). In this particular case, the aim was to co-interpret and co-theorize how students’ understanding of global citizenship would evolve through a series of meetings in which discussions on global citizenship and GCE took place. Collaborative ethnography was here used as a pedagogical tool to offer students spaces to reflect about their own understandings.

During a period of approximately three months, the team met weekly for one hour approximately to discuss global citizenship. “[T]he research positioned students as central in the production of knowledge” (Burke, 2002, p. 177) but it was not assumed that all participants were or would do the same (Cohen, Manion & Morrisson, 2011). Rather, as a lecturer, I undertook a role of facilitator (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988), using my prior knowledge to facilitate and encourage discussion.

The structure of the educational project was as follows. In the first meetings, after introducing the overall project, I took a more observational role. The conversation was fluid with each of us discussing our initial views and experiences on global citizenship. After these first meetings, I engaged more actively in my role as a facilitator. I selected existing literature that, in my understanding, would respond to different perspectives on global citizenship and on GCE and I encouraged students to read the texts. The initial texts included, in order, an institutional policy, Coryell et al. (2014), UNESCO (2014), Osler and Starkey (2003), Caruana (2014) and Andreotti (2006). Students read the texts in between meetings and, during the meetings, we clarified conceptual doubts and we examined the similarities and differences between different approaches. We later followed the same process examining two reviews of approaches to global citizenship and GCE (Sant et al., 2018; Oxley & Morris, 2013). In all these sessions, the discussions constantly shifted between
theoretical and personal perspectives, allowing each of us to simultaneously engage with both readings and our own personal experiences. This constant shift influenced my interactions with students. Whilst discussing theory, I offered advice, help and theoretical challenge. In experiential discussions, I took the role of a participant, providing examples from my own experiences and asking for clarification of students’ ideas. In both cases, my purpose was to encourage discussion without voluntarily committing myself to any particular perspective. The final session served to conclude the project with some students implicitly explaining their educational journal.

Data was collaboratively collected. We kept a private online blog where, after every session, students and myself wrote our reflections in the shape of diary entries. Each of us took field notes during each meeting and we later exchanged and contrasted these notes. At the end of the project, the student-collaborators submitted their individual assignments examining the ways in which their understandings of global citizenship had evolved. Data in this project also includes these pieces of coursework.

**Ethical considerations**

Ethics was a complex aspect of this study. The literature suggests that working in collaboration with students might generate feelings of discomforting uncertainty and vulnerability (e.g. Marquis et al., 2015). Another lecturer was appointed as an external contact with who students could discuss any possible feelings of discomfort. The literature also emphasizes how power relations between students and lecturers, particularly in relation to the assignment, might be challenging (Seale et al., 2014). Although certain power relations were here considered to be inevitable (e.g. status, knowledge) (Burke, 2002), another lecturer was appointed to mark the students’ assignments.

**Data analysis**

In contrast with data collection procedures, data was individually analysed. This responded to the needs of the course itself. Although students were expected to work collaboratively during the research methods course, they were expected to submit their individual piece of work at the end of the course. Thus, although this article draws upon data collaboratively collected, the analysis is my own. The main analytical approach was inductive but links with theory were constant and productive. Units of analysis were initially created by the process of ‘unitizing’ (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), this is by ascribing codes to data. Following Miles and Huberman (1994), data was initially systematized and codified. For each code, a memorandum was created. Codes were contrasted to each other and different dimensions of analysis emerged. As Ezzy (2002) states, qualitative analysis is probably more useful when data is contrasted with previous theory. Hence, after the process of inductive analysis was conducted, codes and dimensions were dynamically contrasted with the theoretical framework of this research and a second process of codification took place. The resulting analysis guided the reflective discussion.

**Findings and Discussion**
The findings are organized in three sub-sections related to the categories that emerged from data: global citizenship as (i) diversity, (ii) otherness and (v) aspirational identity. For each sub-section, the continuities and the changes over time are discussed².

Global citizenship as diversity

Across the whole educational project, students understood global citizenship in relation to the notion of diversity. As an example, Bess wrote in her notes in the first session,

“Why global citizenship is important? Diversity + Respect” (Bess, field notes)

This association is not surprising. Previous studies have already reported that HE students tend to relate global citizenship to diversity (Osler, 2011; Parmenter, 2011; Prowse, 2013). But the nature of this project facilitates a deeper account on how diversity was here constructed. After engagement with the texts from UNESCO (2014), Osler and Starkey (2003) and Caruana (2014), students began to discuss the notion of diversity in more detail. For instance, in one of the middle sessions, Bess was explaining that in her readings, she had encountered a lecturer who promoted global citizenship by using storytelling (see Caruana, 2014):

“Bess: In a class with diversity, the lecturer encouraged students to bring their own personal stories in order to promote mutual understanding.

Theodore: This would be good!

Caitlin: Yes, it would!

Harry: I liked the idea! But what happens if there is no diversity in the class?” (Edda, field notes).

For these students, diversity was one of the keys to global citizenship. Only in a class with diversity, students could intuitively have access to understand global citizenship. But how do we define a class with diversity? In Caruana’s (2014) article, diversity was essentially constructed as “cultural, social and ethnic diversity” with students being “migrants originating from various parts of Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Middle and Far East” (2014, p. 88). All the participants in this project were HE students who lived in Greater Manchester who aspire to pursue a career in education. They all were in their twenties. Although never explicitly mentioned, there was an assumption that the participants did not consider themselves to be economically privileged. In the meetings, students reported having Italian, Bangladeshi, Russian, Scandinavian and Caribbean parents or grandparents. They also manifested having different gender, religions and political views. Theodore also identified himself as a Bangladeshi speaker. The students, nevertheless, did not perceive themselves as being a diverse group.

Hamm, Peck & Sears (2015) explain how, in Canada, students report ethnic influences via their ancestors but yet these influences are perceived as being part of the private sphere and do not impact on students’ self-conception as citizens. Thus, it is possible that this was the case of the

² Due to the word limitations of the article, it is not possible to present the educational journal of each student. Instead, I have chosen to discuss the more general patterns emerging from both individuals and group accounts.
participants. From my conversation with the students another (perhaps complementary) explanation can be suggested.

As a matter of clarification, I requested students to explain why the in-group diversity was not considered a ‘source’ of global citizenship. After the session, Bess explained in the blog,

“I think that we take our difference for granted as Manchester is quite a diverse city, it just seems normal to us” (Bess, blog).

Manchester, the local space, for these students, was defined in itself as the space of “granted” diversity and multiplicity. A space, to use Bhabha’s (2004) terms, of demographic plurality. But the local diversity was “normal” to them to an extent that it was possible to establish a distinction between the local diversity –the one granted for the students- and the global one- the one they understood would provide access to global citizenship. In the following section, I will examine how the participants (re-)conceptualized this global diversity.

Global citizenship as otherness

During the different meetings, the students discursively constructed global citizenship through processes of exclusion and inclusion. This was particularly clear in the first meetings when the students, in their attempt to grasp the meaning of global citizenship, defined the global citizen-subject in relation to what she was not. Sandra, for instance, used a resource she had found in which the global citizen-subject was implicitly defined as,

“I am not an Athenian or a Greek, but a citizen of the world” (Sandra, coursework).

Similarly, Bess explained,

“you see yourself as citizen of the world. Not English or Mancunian but of the world” (Bess, field notes).

Students constructed the concept relationally, by identifying the differences of global citizenship with more familiar concepts. Thus, the global citizen-subject was initially defined as “not English or Mancunian”. If, for Laclau, an identity is “only so far as it is different from the others: difference=identity” (2007, p. 38), global citizenship was defined as “non-English”, “non-Mancunian”, “non-Athenian” or “non-Greek”. Against liberal cosmopolitanist assumptions, the global framework for citizenship, in the case of these students, did not appear to expand the national framework of citizenship, but rather, the global citizen-subject was constructed against the national one (Norris, 2004; Myers, 2010).

After engaging and discussing some of the texts that could be considered aligned with neoliberal GCE (policy documentation; Coryell et al., 2014), the participants began to re-conceptualize the differences between the global and the non-global citizen. In the participants’ accounts, the global dimension of citizenship appeared to be more exclusive than the national one. They explained,

 “[a global citizen is] someone who thinks about the world around them that is outside of their direct sphere of living. For me global citizenship is a state of mind that thinks beyond yourself and those directly around you” (Bess, blog).
“Personally, I don’t have much of a connection between the country where my grandparents grew up and this may mean that I’m at a disadvantage in terms of being a global citizen due to the poor link between my ‘home country’ and the country I was born in” (Harry, blog).

Perhaps influenced by the selected texts, for the participants, the global was implicitly considered to be the privileged (“I’m at a disadvantage in terms of being a global citizen”) and perhaps more advanced (“thinks beyond”) Other. The global citizen-subjects had something (in these extracts, access to different forms of knowledge and different cultures) than the national citizen-subject had not. According to Bhabha (2004), binary structures necessarily encompass hierarchal ways of thought. But whilst the academic literature has emphasized how the global framework is constructed in policy as an accessory of the national one (Pashby, 2011; Curley et al., 2018), for these students, the global citizen-subject appeared to be more “advantaged” than the national one.

The engagement with the other texts, particularly, the more critical account provided by Andreotti (2006), initially appeared to challenge this binary hierarchy. Students reported in the blog,

“After today’s session, I got a better understanding of global citizenship and that it is understood differently to each person” (Theodore, blog)

“What I also found is that there is no set definition for what global citizenship is, it all depends on what your concept is” (Sandra, blog)

As discussed on the theoretical framework, postcolonialist scholars argue for a global citizenship conceived in terms of plurality (Pashby, 2011; Tully, 2014) and intersubjectivity (Bhabha, 2004). Whilst I interpret the two comments above as a sign of students’ initial engagement with pluralist accounts, there is nothing in these accounts pointing towards the intersubjective perspective emphasized by Bhabha (2004). Rather, students appear to understand each potential construction of global citizenship in individualistic terms (“differently to each person”).

From this moment, the participants began to claim their own concepts of global citizenship. Interestingly, their ‘own’ concepts were not that different from the ones they had initially considered universal. Binary structures remained and the participants recovered previous conversations in which the privileged global-citizen subject was conceptualized against the non-privileged non-global one. My analysis suggests that, at this point on time, the position of privilege was reconceptualized not only in terms of cultural/knowledge but also in terms of economic status. In one of the last sessions, I was explaining that a PhD student, Jan, would probably join the discussion in one of the meetings and I explicitly mentioned,

“Edda: He is a PhD student from Germany…

Bess: Excellent! He will be able to help with the idea of GC!”

Edda: Why do you think he will help?

Bess: Well, he lives in another country... has other experiences... Speaks another language!
Edda: But Theodore also speaks another language... And you did not think he would help...?" (Bess and Edda, Field notes)

Prior to that event, no one had openly considered Theodore to have a privileged position to discuss or to “help with the idea of global citizenship”. After my question, students – including Theodore himself - appeared to be relatively confused about whether or not Theodore could “help”. The contrast with the theoretical framework can illuminate this potential confusion. I interpret this data as a sign of how Theodore, whilst fulfilling the explicit criterion through which the participants defined the global citizen-subject, he did not fulfil the implicit one. In line with Bauman’s analysis (2006), perhaps the participants discursively construct the global citizen-subject not only as the cosmopolitan Other but also as the economically-privileged Other. Jan was considered an upper-middle class academic, a “tourist” (Bauman, 1996, p. 13) or intellectual elite (Friedman, 2007) who would look for more exciting adventures somewhere else (Bauman, 1996; Žižek, 2000). Theodore, instead, was the son of “vagabonds” (Bauman, 1996, p. 13) or (im)migrant workers driven from his home (Žižek, 2000). Although students explicitly recognized the cultural dimension (national/local versus global) as structuring their understandings of the global citizen-subject, the economic dimension (tourist/vagabond) was only implicit but appeared to be tightly linked to the discursive construction of global citizenship. If Norris (2005) defines global citizens as being expected “to be comfortable living and working in different countries, familiar with travel well beyond their national boundaries, and fluent in languages” (2005, p. 289), for Bess, the difference between the global and a non-global citizen-subject was, precisely, feeling (economically) “comfortable” while practicing these (cosmopolitan cultural and knowledge) activities.

**Global citizenship as an aspirational neoliberal identity**

In line with previous research findings (Prowse, 2013), the students defined global citizenship as an identity. They reported,

“Global Citizenship meant that as a person you should identify yourself as part of a global community” (Harry, coursework)

“Bess: I don’t know how to describe it, it is very bizarre... I don’t know if it is a feeling or an emotion, it is something you can’t put into words...

Catlin: It is an identity!” (Bess and Catlin, field notes)

This association between identity and global citizenship continued during the entire project but students’ identifications partially shifted. In the beginning of the project, global citizenship was an identity they did “not hold”. They reported the irrelevance of global citizenship in their own lives. Sandra had not “really come across” (blog) the term, Harry had previously heard the term but “never paid too much attention to it” (blog) and Theodore did “not remember having studied global citizenship at school” (blog)3. Students manifested a like a lack of interest and identification with global citizenship and GCE.

---

3 It is worth noting here that these students had studied in English secondary schools between 2004 and 2011. By that time, citizenship education was a subject within the national curriculum for England (Kerr, 2005) and
The pedagogical aim of the project was to provide students with time and space to reflect and re-conceptualize their views on global citizenship. Previous studies suggest that student teachers are committed to include GCE in their practices (Holden & Hicks, 2007; McCormack & O’Flaherty, 2010; Robbins, Francis & Elliott, 2003) and from here, I had assumed that educational professionals would indeed have certain understanding or interest in global citizenship. But the initial meetings demonstrated that this assumption, in our case, was in itself wrong. Against those who argue that global citizenship might be close to be an all-encompassing identity (Norris, 2005), the results of this small-scale project suggest that this may not be the case.

Through engagement with the project, nevertheless, the students began to see themselves as potential global-citizen subjects. As a privileged community – in the sense I have described in the two previous sections - global citizenship was not that much a community they identified with but a community with which they aspired to belong. Caitlin and Sandra explained in their final assignments,

“I do identify as a global citizen now that I am aware of the term for the reason that the world has taught me how I should act and how I can succeed in life. Education contributes to global competition which I therefore belong to” (Caitlin, coursework)

“In the end I think [that global citizenship] (...) relates to the development of knowledge, skills and understanding, eventually leading to a world of work” (Sandra, coursework).

Although students had rarely agreed with neoliberal approaches to global citizenship and GCE, in their final accounts, Sandra and Caitlin (as well as Theodore) implicitly described a neoliberal global citizen-subject (Camicia & Franklin, 2011; Shultz, 2007) who developed “knowledge, skills and understanding” and “contribute[s] to global competition”. GCE, for these students, was implicitly understood as a form of meritocratic education. The education of the global citizenry was defined as the development of attributes (Oxley & Morris, 2013) that would eventually lead to a “world of work” and perhaps “success in life”. The global citizen-subject, as a “successful” neoliberal citizen (Shultz, 2007) was defined as the winner of the “global competition” (Teney et al., 2013).

Conclusions and implications for higher education research and practice

The analysis of the results here presented suggest that the participants understood global citizenship through processes of inclusion and exclusion. In line with postcolonialist theory, these students considered their (local and perhaps national) reality to be multiple but yet this reality was defined in binary (antagonistic) terms against a global reality. More particularly, the global citizen-subject was constructed against this local/national citizen through two different dimensions. On one hand, the global citizen-subject was understood as having access to cosmopolitan forms of culture and knowledge (living in various places, speaking different languages, etc). On the other hand, the global citizen-subject appeared to be defined as being economically privileged. The global citizen-subject responded to what Bauman (1996) defines as cosmopolitan “tourist” or Friedman (2007) as the policy recommendation to develop a “global dimension on the curriculum” (DfE, 2005) had been made. Although these policies were in place, to what extent, citizenship and particularly global citizenship was practically included in the curriculum is up to discussion. Faulks (2006), for instance, describes the practical application of the curriculum as “indecisive” (Faulks, 2006a, p. 127).
“cosmopolitan elites”. Initially, the students understood global citizenship as an identity they did not hold but, through engagement with this project, global citizenship became an aspirational identity. The aim of GCE was to contribute towards this aspiration and help students to develop the attributes that will allow them to become winners in a globalized global market (Teney et al., 2013).

These empirical results need to be contextualized considering the particularities of this study. As mentioned, this paper contrasts theory and empirical data to reflect (rather than to evidence) on the possibilities of democratic GCE. Indeed, the empirical project has clear limitations that need to be acknowledged. Most of the participants initially defined themselves as Mancunians and Education Studies students. The participants implicitly or explicitly manifested their sense of belonging with a range of ethnic groups but with a similar socioeconomic status. Thus, these particularities might, for instance, have influenced the way in which they relate global citizenship to economic privilege whilst disregarding local forms of diversity. Similarly, the participants themselves had grown up in a Western context and thus, it is likely that their understandings are mediated by Western binary structures (Bhabha, 2004). The participants are also Education Studies students, and any comparison with other HE students and student teachers from other programmes should consider the particularities of this degree (Hodkinson, 2009). Further, it is obvious that only the views of five HE students were here analysed without any pretense of local, national or global representativeness. However, even considering all these limitations, I feel some tentative conclusions for further practice and research can be drawn.

This project poses some questions to the democratic approaches to GCE. The participants did not initially identify as global citizens. But at the end of the project, they presented themselves as candidates to become neoliberal global citizens, “successful participant in a liberal economy” (Shultz, 2007, p. 249). “Providing the space for [students] to reflect” (Andreotti, 2006, p. 49) did not help students to the un-learn assumptions on the nature of knowledge and humanity (Curley et al., 2018). Rather, the project drove them to the identification of the differences between the non-global citizen-subject and the global one and to a willingness to acquire the global attributes (Oxley & Morris, 2013) in order to become the later. Similar projects appear to have been more successful towards the democratic purpose (Caruana, 2014; Woolley, 2008) and comparison with them might illuminate some of the intrinsic limitations of the educational design. I will now examine these possible limitations whilst discussing potential inherent challenges on democratic GCE.

A first challenge might arise from students’ understanding of HE. As mentioned, the complexity of the concept of global citizenship (Tully, 2014) is further increased when the role and purposes of HE are incorporated within the construct of GCE. Pais and Costa (2017) suggest that democratic approaches to GCE are compromised by being embedded in an intrinsically competitive HE context. “The problem arises”, they write, “when we conceive education not as the realisation of a collectively motivated goal through continuous ethical commitment, but as the strictly individualistic goal of passing the course or achieving the highest grade” (Pais & Costa, 2017, p. 8). In contrast with Woolley’s (2008) project, where students did submit a group assignment, the participants here submitted their individual assignments and it was in these assignments where they emphasized their neoliberal conceptualization of the global citizen-subject. So, there is a possibility that the individualistic or collaborative nature of the assignment might have some impact. However, assignments in HE (and likely beyond) tend to be an individualist practice and Pais and Costa (2017) might be right in highlighting that, in this context, neoliberal GCE approaches are likely to prevail.
But the dilemma that Pais and Costa (2017) present, and these students illustrate, might go beyond the discussion on GCE. What it is challenged here, I argue, it is not that much democratic approaches to GCE but perhaps the mere possibility of democratic education – understood in relation to collective goals – in the context of HE.

The construction of the citizen might also generate challenges for all-encompassing understandings of the global citizen-subject (Falk, 1995). During the entire project, the participants constructed the global citizen-subject through processes of inclusion and exclusion. If we follow postcolonialist understandings, for students to be able to think of multiple and unhierarchical citizenships, it is first necessary to go beyond binary structures (Bhabha, 2004). Engagement with a more critical account of GCE (Andreotti, 2006) appeared to have fostered pluralist conceptualizations. But perhaps the educational project did not go far enough to allow the participants to un-learn certain assumptions on knowledge, citizenship and humanity and therefore, the opportunity of finding more basic all-encompassing interconnections was lost (Curley et al., 2018). If we take this position, for a democratic (all-encompassing) GCE to be possible, it might be necessary to first examine underlying assumptions. Others may want to experiment de-colonizing proposals such as the ones developed by Curley et al. (2018). But there is also the possibility that all-encompassing identities are just not possible. For poststructuralists, the social fabric is inherently antagonistic (Balibar, 1995; Laclau, 2007). The global citizen-subject exists because the non-global citizens-subject does exist. Democratic approaches to GCE, in this perspective, might not be about generating an (impossible) all-encompassing citizenship but rather about creating spaces in which different ideas on global citizenship can coexist and compete (Sant et al., 2018).

The third challenge relates to the global dimension of citizenship education. This collaborative research was used as a pedagogical tool to offer students with a space to reflect about their own understandings of global citizenship (Andreotti, 2006). The project was designed considering the assumptions of the democratic GCE approach. Drawing upon previous studies (Holden & Hicks, 2007; McCormack & O’ Flaherty, 2010; Robbins, Francis & Elliott, 2003), it was assumed that global citizenship and GCE would be a meaningful concept to future educational professionals. But the participants understood the concept of global citizenship as something unrelated to their own lives. They did, nevertheless, identified themselves as British or Mancunian citizens. This is certainly distinctive when compared with the more successful studies of Caruana (2014) and Woolley (2008). Caruana (2014) worked with international students and Woolley (2008) requested students to visit multilingual and multicultural schools. The role of the global Other on these educational projects was, therefore, essential. The participants here, in contrast, did not feel they have encountered this global Other prior to or during the project and perhaps because of this, they did not see themselves as global citizens. They are not an exception. The results of a poll suggest that less than 50% of the citizens of different Western countries including the United Kingdom do identify themselves as global citizens (Globescan, 2016). The question here is, what about if the problem for democratic GCE not (only) arise from the antagonistic/binary nature of citizenship or the competitive nature of HE but from incorrect assumptions of the value of the global?

If students, as the participants in this project, are not interested in the global dimension of citizenship, educators can take two distinctive positions. We might think of global citizenship as an area citizenship “where there is a lack of understanding” and “educators must seek to act” (Sant, Davies & Santisteban, 2016, p. 256). In this perspective, we university and citizenship educators
might assume to have better knowledge on the complexities and relevance of global citizenship that we aim to share with our students. We might, for instance, encourage our students to engage with global forms of diversity. I feel, nevertheless, that in this perspective we are not very far from the neoliberal approach to GCE, deciding from above the outcomes to be achieved. However, we can also question why we commit ourselves to the education of the global rather than the national or the local (or any other) citizenry our students might identify with. In the case of this project, why did I, as a lecturer, decide to undertake a project on GCE rather a project on local citizenship education? Perhaps we/i simply responded to the policies and recommendations defined from above: by our institutions or by international organizations (e.g. UNESCO, OECD). But the contrast of the empirical data with the literature suggests an alternative answer. The participants defined the global citizen-subject as someone who would voluntarily be able to “live in another country”, “speak other languages” and “have other experiences”. The global citizen-subject was defined as cosmopolitan (in culture and knowledge) and (economically) successful. It was not completely random that the participants pointed out a German PhD student as an example of a global citizen-subject. The global citizen might be easily represented by an “upper- and upper-middle-class academic, always with the proper visas enabling him to cross borders without any problem” (Žižek, 2000, p. 220) who often travel or live in other countries, speak other languages, have professional acquaintances, friends and sometimes family in other countries (Haigh, 2014). Friedman (2007) suggests that the emphasis on theory and research on cosmopolitanism is “a product of the social mobility of a certain segment of the intellectuals” (p. 451). Perhaps the emphasis on GCE might respond, in some cases, not that much to the reality of our students but to our own. If this is the case, for a democratic GCE to be possible, we might need to start by asking how global this citizenry should be.
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